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I am going to inundate you with a lot of ideas and information. Some of this you will already know and may already be doing. Some of this you may never have heard of, or you may have heard of it but never tried it. I hope this generates discussion, and I hope it generates ideas that you can take back with you and use.

Formative Assessment

I'm only going to spend a little time on formative assessment because most of you already do it. I just want to make sure that some of these ideas are out there so that if you haven’t tried them, maybe you will try them in the future.

Formative Assessment

- Concept Testing (Focus Groups, Surveys, etc.)
- Paper Mock-Up Usability Tests
- Beta Tests
- Usability / Navigation (think-alouds, tasks, universal design)
- Appeal / Attitude
- Comprehension

I think the notion of concept testing is critical. This is the front-end piece that asks, are we doing the right kinds of things for the kind of people who are going to come to our site?

The process of doing a paper mock-up is a tough one for a lot of designers. Actually, sending anything out but the finished product for evaluation is a problem for a lot of designers. They’ll say, “It’s not ready yet! The color isn’t right!” I don’t care, and the people who are going to test it this early in the game don’t care. From my point of view as an evaluator, if it’s clearly not finished, I can get people to tell me a lot about how they think it ought to be finished; if it’s perfect, it’s too late.

I think most of you already deal with usability and navigation issues in formative assessment, and there are a variety of ways of doing that. I want to reiterate what others at this conference have already said about the notion of ensuring you keep universal design features in mind as you create your site. That becomes increasingly important as more and more people with various ways of acting and various ways of thinking get involved on the Web.

One of the things that a lot of people don’t spend much time doing is studying comprehension. Can people understand what is on your site? Can they read and understand the words? Do they have the vocabulary? As we look at sites that have something to do with learning and museum visitors, we can see that they already incorporate some vocabulary words that people don’t get. As you begin your formative testing, make sure you do something to get those involved with Web site development to think a little more about what language they are using.

Are your Web visitors understanding the relationship among objects on a screen? Could they narrate the
screen for you? Can they tell you what’s up there on the screen, and can they tell you what you’re supposed to do with it? That’s different from just asking visitors, “Tell me what’s wrong with the Web site.”

Where’s the Proof?
One of the things that often frustrates me is when people come up with the wrong metaphor. A lot of that may stem from the fact that many people aren’t reading the great literature of the world or following the history of the world. People have narrow views of things. I often find myself listening to someone who is misstating an aphorism, and this is one that drives me nuts:

The proof is in the pudding.*
(*not Bohr’s plum pudding model)

The proof is not in the pudding. If it were, you’d be swimming through the pudding trying to get to the truth. That is the way a lot of people approach their Web sites and projects—they look at the pudding.

The real aphorism is as follows:

The proof of the pudding is in the tasting.

One version is “in the tasting” and another is “in the eating.” This aphorism first appeared in literature in Cervantes’ Don Quixote.

The idea is that it’s not only what the pudding looks like, it’s what the pudding tastes like—it’s the doing, it’s the action, it’s the real world. It’s not looking at the pudding.

Here is the real twist:

Usability = Can they do it?
Impact = Did they do it?

Can visitors to your Web site do something? Is the Web site designed in such a way that they can do what you want them to do? The real issue is, once they’re free range chickens, can they do it? And the real test is, do they do it?

(Some) Outcome Assessment Methods
I’m now going to go through a lot of ideas very rapidly. I’ll go into more detail about some of them than others, and the speakers who follow may talk about some of them more than I will.

Web Log Analysis
Most of you do Web log analysis now. Those of you who do it know how to do it better than me, and Rob Semper is going to talk about this during his presentation, so I’m not going to.

Web Log Analysis
Things you can look for with Web Logs …
- Number of Users
- Total hits vs. unique IP addresses
- Daily, weekly, monthly, etc.
- How long users stay online
- What pages/activities use or do
- What path do users take through the site
- What sites do users link from

User Surveys
There are a variety of kinds of user surveys you can do to find out what the people who come to your site are doing, knowing, and leaving with. A lot of it has
User Surveys
Types of user surveys:
• E-mail invitation (e.g., site component analysis)
• Real-world user intercepts
• Pop-ups
• Self-selected surveys on the site

Things you can find with surveys:
• User demographics
• User attitudes or beliefs
• Related behaviors or experiences
• Users’ wants and needs

to do with how you get them to be subjects. That’s the real problem, isn’t it? You have an effect, you know they’re coming to your site. How do you reach out and grab them? One way is to invite them. Send out invitations that say, “We have selected you because we want people like you to come and view the site and answer some questions about it.”

If you are a museum or science center, you can have the person at the gate hand out a piece of paper that says, “Come to our Web site.” And there could be a special link on the site that says, “When you come to our Web site we want you to register just for this purpose, so we have a way of knowing who you were.”

Pop-ups are increasingly important because nine out of ten times we gather some people from pop-ups. We can also put the pop-ups where we want to know something. There are a lot of people who have questionnaires or user survey forms on the home page. What is the last thing you do before you leave the site? You don’t go to the home page. You exit the site from the last place you visited on that site, and if that’s what we’re interested in, that is where we want the survey to be.

You can have forty pop-ups in a rich site, and the same person is not going to get all forty of them. They may get two of them, they may not get any of them. In half-an-hour visitors can traverse a lot of territory and we can ask them a lot of questions about different things. Where is it that we want to know something? Where is it that there is an activity, where is it that there is a piece of knowledge that we want to know? That’s where we want to put the pop-up.

The self-selected survey is what people are already doing now, and something like three to five percent of the people who come to your site are going to answer your survey. Some people get a higher return than that and if so, I bless them. They are really lucky.

What can you find out from surveys? You can find out about user demographics, you can deal with attitudes and beliefs, you can deal with the kinds of experiences they’ve had on the site, and you can deal with what they’re thinking about doing after they’re finished with the site. You can ask them a lot of different questions, and again, these are just samples. The real issue is, what do you want to know from somebody who is currently on your site?

User Focus Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of user focus groups:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Face-to-Face</td>
<td><em>Online/Virtual</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| websplorer jen: did you, or would you play those games again? |
| Participant 1: yes |
| Participant 2: yes |
| Participant 3: i like your in charge |

| websplorer jen: did you find them challenging? |
| Participant 3: no |
| Participant 1: no |

| websplorer jen: what could be done to make them more challenging? |
| Participant 1: make it a maze, or action game |

| websplorer melis: is it important for a game to be challenging in order for you to like it? |
| Participant 1: no |
| Participant 2: nope |

| websplorer jen: what kinds of things do you like in a game? |
| Participant 1: the action |
There are two types of user focus groups: face-to-face and online. I’ve included an example above of a focus group with two moderators and about six kids. You need that many moderators because there are a lot of things that you need to prepare responses for. Some responses you can prepare ahead of time and just cut and paste them in when you need them.

The idea is that you can get a group online to do what is essentially a real focus group, a very traditional focus group, and it works fairly well. However, you have to keep kids on target and there has to be some control. That’s why somebody deals with content while somebody else tries to manage the group. The kinds of questions you can cover with a user focus group can range anywhere from appeal and interest issues to “What would you name this?”

Let me give you some examples from some of the work that I’ve done over the years. I’m going to take this out of the museum context and into the commercial world and talk about a site for an OEM that does, among other things, digital cameras. They’re interested in selling digital cameras, and they have a Web site on digital photography, but the Web site wasn’t doing anything for the camera business. So we did a series of focus groups for them.

Among the things we did with the focus groups was show them different photo Web sites—Ofoto, Nikon, a whole range of things—and asked them some questions (“What if elements were here? What if elements were there?”). But we also said, “Here are fifteen cards, and on each is what could be a section of this Web site. Sort them into at least three and at most seven categories. Put a stick-on note on the top of each one and name them.” We did that early in the session and again later in the session.

What we found out was that people wanted names that meant something to them, and had no idea what some areas of the Web site were when they didn’t understand the name for that area. As a result, they ended up changing the site dramatically. A focus group can help you understand what your client group really wants to know as opposed to what you think they should know.

I used to run pigeons and rats and had to watch their behavior (yes, I’m a behaviorist, but I don’t know if I should admit that to this group). With the pigeons and rats, you have to watch them. With people, it really is interesting—you can ask them questions and, for the most part, they will tell you the truth. Many of them do lie—they want to make you happy and they lie about it—but the fact is, most of them will tell you something. So in many ways, using focus groups will give you a rich amount of information if you’re willing to listen.

And it isn’t just talking. Card sorts are one of the things you can do; you can put questionnaires in the middle of those groups; you can have them do activities of various kinds.

In the focus group on digital photography, one of the things that emerged is that people don’t go to a digital photography site to find out about cameras. They want to find out about digital photography. They want to know how to do it and what’s good and what’s bad. We had people who were experts, mid-range users, and novices, and they were all interested in the same thing: How can I learn how to do this better? It turns out that a digital photography site is an education site. Most of the people go there

---

User focus group discussions can include:

- Interest in concept
- Appeal
- Language issues
- Existing understanding of concepts
- Usability, functionality
- Play values, engagement, interactivity
- Current and potential audience, use patterns
- Marketing and promotion strategies
- Learning issues
- Connections to follow up activities
to learn, not to buy a camera. If they want to buy a camera they’ll go to a bricks and mortar place where they can see the camera and touch the camera. Then they may go back online to find the cheapest price.

We also did something on digital entertainment, whatever the hell that is. An OEM wanted to do digital entertainment, but nobody knew what it was. It turns out that for early adopters it’s really a geek thing. The OEM had all of this feel-good stuff about the benefits of hooking your television and music, and everything else together. What the people who felt they were in that field wanted to know was: “Let me see the plugs. I want to know what I can hook up to what.” They didn’t want to look at a beautiful picture and see lovely people reclining in their lounges, they wanted to see what hookups were there, what cables were needed, and how much the cables cost.

So the OEM had approached this in the wrong way, and they wouldn’t have known that through questionnaires because people wouldn’t respond to questionnaires like that. This is something that can emerge only in a discussion.

Analysis of User Submissions and Transcripts
This is something that you all get—you get letters, you get responses from “Give us your feedback
here,” and you get unsolicited information. You can really use that if you focus on how to collect it and how to organize it. Content analysis is a strategy that is real work, but it can help you.

### Analysis of User Submissions and Transcripts
- Look at items that users have submitted or contributed
  - Content analysis
  - Analysis based on public rubric
  - Peer or expert critique
- Analyze transcripts from chats if they are available
  - Look for themes linked to objectives
  - Ideas for further site development

It can also help if you have some sort of rubric. Let’s take the Backyard Jungle Web site (www.pbskids.org/backyardjungle). Here’s a case where people have submitted information in the form of a picture or notes about their backyard. One thing you might want to look at is the kinds of backyards that young kids provide and how they’re different than the backyards that older kids provide. You might have a list of different types of things. For example, you look for vegetation of different kinds, animals of different kinds, backyards that include something that aren’t mammals, and so forth. You can play with this and figure out what kinds of things you want to stress or not stress. Should you put some information up there that says backyards can include things that are underground as well as things that are above ground? You begin to identify things that can generate more interest and more activity on the site.

### Institutional Data Analysis
If you’re working in education, you’ve got a lot of information that other people are collecting for you and that includes the standard things that schools collect. And depending on what the educational focus of your site is and your links to formal education, there are different things that might be of interest to you.

If you’re in a different kind of institution, as many of you are who are at this conference, there are different kinds of things you might be able to deal with in your real site and your virtual site. I think Minda Borun is going to be talking more about this in her presentation. Many of the things listed below are things that you are doing anyway, but some of you might not be doing all of these things.

### Institutional Data Analysis (Education-focused)
- Test scores
- Attendance
- Number of Behavioral Referrals
- Course completion
- Job/college placement

### Institutional Data Analysis (Science Center / Museum)
- Bricks & Mortar
  - Changes in gate, membership
  - Store purchases linked to site content
  - Questions asked of staff
  - Traffic at specific exhibits
  - Enrollments, registrations in programs
- Web site
  - Downloads
  - Enrollments, memberships, purchases
  - Donations

At your real, bricks and mortar site, there are questions that are asked of staff and you can do something with that. What are the questions (beyond
directions to the rest rooms) that staff get asked and shouldn’t those questions inform the exhibits? Ask staff to record the questions they are asked on notecards or on an inexpensive audio recorder; collect and analyze them. They might inform, not only the physical exhibit, but also the portrayal of that exhibit online.

There are also the enrollments and registrations for your evening or weekend programs. For example, in San Francisco the California Academy of Science has Saturday bird walks at eight in the morning. That’s not my favorite time but, being the accompanying spouse, I went along with it. You have to call ahead of time and enroll for the bird walks and they are always oversubscribed. I don’t know if the California Academy keeps track of how many people enroll for Saturday morning bird walks and how many people actually show. Sometimes people find out about the bird walks from a brochure, sometimes they may learn about them through the Web site. That’s an indicator, in some ways. How do you use that information? They can use a questionnaire at the end of the walk with a smiley face that asks the question: “Did you find out about this from a brochure, from other people, or from the Web site?”

And again, there are a lot of kinds of institutional data that you can pull off of the Web site.

Assessments of Learning

In some cases you can integrate assessment into the Web site that you have. You can get people to take a test without them really thinking that it’s a test. You can have people fill out materials that assess their knowledge and what they’ve learned before they proceed with the game or to another area of your site: “We’d like to check in with you before you take the next step.”

There are also referred assessments. A pop-up can say, “If you’re willing, we’d like you to take a test.” But you don’t want to call it a test, so you say, “We’d like to know what you’ve learned so far.” And you tell them that if they fill this out, you’ll enter their name in a drawing to win a gift certificate, give them free entry to the museum, or offer them something else that you think they might want. You use that kind of incentive to get people to really engage, and many people will. Not everybody, but many will.

Then there is third party assessment. A teacher could assign your Web site as part of an educational activity. The teacher is, in fact, collecting data about your Web site. How do you win the teachers and set that up? You tell the teachers that you have materials that they can use in their classes and you would like to encourage them to do so by providing them with an educator’s guide to the site. In return, you would like them to give you some information about what they assess in their classrooms to help you understand how useful or successful the Web site is.

You can also look at content, social, and procedural knowledge, and each of those may call for different strategies to get the information you want.

Transfer is another area. For example, if I’m learning about birds, do I then want to go out and look at birds? If I go to your site because I’ve seen a bird and I don’t know what it is, and I’m going to your Web site to learn the name of the bird, its features, and its activities, do I then go out again afterwards to try
to find another example of that bird? And do I observe it in ways that I didn’t before because now I know what I’m looking for?

**Heuristic Evaluation**

We’ve been doing some heuristic evaluation at this conference by having experts look at Web sites and respond to those Web sites. There are really two ways of using outside experts. One involves the content expert who asks, is this the right material? Does it satisfy the content needs of the audience? The other involves usability experts, like some of the Web people at this conference, looking at things such as navigation, the kinds of visuals you see on the screen, and so forth.

**Heuristic Evaluation**

**What and Why?**

- Content or Web Usability Experts
- Establish set of guiding questions or evaluation rubric
- Cheaper and quicker than full blown user testing
- Can help to focus future research efforts on most important elements

It is really helpful to bring in experts once in a while and have them look at your site in a particular way. You can charge them with the task of looking at particular issues that you are struggling with. The expert can focus on those things, they can give you some good information, and many will do it for free. They may help you identify where you need to make revisions, conduct more research, and do more work.

You can ask them to perform a task, just as you would a participant in a think-aloud, and see how they respond as experts.

**Off Site Actions**

Here is something that we have been talking about for the past couple of days: How do we get visitors to our site to do something we want them to do when they go off of the site? Are they going to go in the direction where our resources are leading them? There are a number of examples of off site actions that we could talk about, and this list is far from exhaustive. A lot depends on the individual issues. Longitudinal studies are interesting to me because nobody seems to be doing much in this area. We need to find out over time whether Web visitors have actually engaged in something related to our Web site that we encouraged them to go and do. We often say, “Okay, we’ve finished the site, and the funding is set up so that the day we’re finished we’re going to do the summative evaluation and that’s it—we’ll hand in the report, get our last check, and go for the next NSF proposal.”

But the fact is that it doesn’t happen overnight. You’re called on to do things that may take you weeks. One of the things that we’ve done in the past with Web site evaluation is to first do a summative evaluation. Then, a month later, we will go back to about half of the people we talked to during the summative evaluation. So, for example, if we talked to one hundred people during the summative evaluation, we go to fifty of those people again after one month. In two months, we will follow up with twenty-five of those same people as well as twenty-five new ones. In three months, we will follow up...
with twelve of those in addition to twenty-five new ones. We want to see if these visitors are continuing or if they begin to engage in things that they didn’t in the first two days after the site was up.

We have been doing work in the San Francisco Bay Area with KQED, which includes a television station, a radio station, an education program, and a Web site. They are working on a new science project they’ve just submitted to NSF. They want the Web site to do original science material for people in the San Francisco Bay Area. One of the ideas they’ve come up with is to focus on science nature hikes. The example they use is that you could go on the Web site, see some hikes you could take and find out how long they are and how strenuous they are, and find out how to get there either by public transportation or driving. You could also find information about the history of the hiking site, learn about some science that you might see as you take the hike, and get information on games you can play or things you can talk about with children. The whole thing fits onto one page that you can print out and take with you as you head off for your hike.

One evaluation opportunity in this case is that when you go to a hiking destination there are often information sheets or maps at the trail head. How many people are taking the sheets? Once you put a Web site up and promote it, you can look for some of the outcomes you can measure that are associated with the activity that you’ve encouraged them to go out and do.

Issues to Consider

These are issues that I hope will generate some discussion. First, people are looking for major outcomes when they have a minor treatment. You don’t expect to change the world by having someone spend five minutes on your Web site. Get real. Figure out what is the order of magnitude of your treatment. If it is something to which people are going to keep coming back, that is a different level of treatment than if people are going to make a single visit, if they’re going to go to your site and that’s the last they’re ever going to see of it. So think about it.

Second, there is no silver bullet. I can’t say, “Here is a questionnaire that you should use.” I can’t say, “If you give kids who come to your Web site this test, you will have proved whatever.” You get something from this group, you get something from the same kind of visitors in a different fashion, and you get something from another, similar group in yet another fashion. You put it all together and you get a different view of the potential outcomes that you have. If the findings from all three data collection methods are consistent, then you can have confidence in the findings.

There is also the timing of all of this. You can stage assessment at multiple points over time, and it can be iterative in a way that allows you to learn more and more as you proceed.

Then there is the question of external or internal evaluation. There are some things that you can and should do yourself because there is information that you need to own. There are other cases in which you are in fact biased. You should recognize those cases and bring in people who don’t have the same vested interest as those of you who created it. Sometimes you can do that cheaply, sometimes it’s expensive. It
all depends on what you need.

Another issue is the targeted audience versus the realized audience. You have ideas about who you want to see coming to your site to do certain types of things, and you have often gone out and selected those people for testing. The fact is, you really need to look at both audiences. How can you develop strategies for bringing the people you originally wanted to get to your site? How can you take advantage of the people you actually got and move them in the direction you want?

Something we rarely do is take advantage of critical competitors. You need to know what your audience sees in other people’s sites. It’s worth asking the audience at your birding site, “What other sites do you visit to get information about birds? What is it about their site that you like? What is it about our site that you like?” With that information in hand, can you compare the two sites and learn something from that comparison?

Finally, assessment has to be a budgeted activity in your institution or in your project. If it’s an afterthought, it’s not going to be worth anything to you, mainly because it isn’t going to happen.

Resources

I’ve included some references that some of you may know. This is a small sampling. There are other references out there, and when my own Web site is revised (when I finish writing the intro pages), you will be able to find these articles as well as links to additional references on that Web site.

Resources

Children:


General:

Evaluating Museum Exhibits and Online Programs

Minda Borun, Museum Solutions;
Director of Research and Evaluation,
The Franklin Institute Science Museum

Evaluation and the Development Process

As most of you know, I work in a science museum and consult for museums of all sorts. My Web site experience is recent and somewhat limited. I’ve been asked to talk about the differences between evaluating exhibits and evaluating Web sites.

The rather daunting diagram shown here is my way of illustrating that in the museum world, exhibit evaluation is not something that only happens at the end of the project. Evaluation is a process that parallels the development of exhibits. On the left side of the diagram you have the exhibit development process and on the right you have the corresponding evaluation activity. The black text indicates the procedures that we have for evaluating exhibits, and the gray text indicates the emerging procedures for evaluating Web sites and online activities. I’ve put parentheses under “front-end evaluation” for Web sites because it’s my understanding that currently, there is little activity of this sort.

Front-end evaluation involves talking to members of the potential audience in the early planning stages of a project, before you’ve gone too far in development. This includes finding out what people know about the topic, what their expectations are, what misconceptions they may have, and which of various approaches might appeal to them and serve as a hook to get them to visit and stay on the site. I think there is a lot more work that can be done in this area, but there are also problems that I will get to shortly.

The second major bar in the diagram deals with formative evaluation—what Web folks call “usability and accessibility testing.” Formative evaluation should be part of the ongoing evaluation process; not something that is only connected with the site development. It is a process that is repeated and should connect to summative or impact evaluation after launch.
Differences Between Exhibit and Online Program Evaluation

There are differences between exhibit and online program evaluation. With exhibits, the audience is known, goals are defined, visiting hours are limited, and outcomes are to some extent measurable. With the Web, the audience is unknown (and I’ll talk more about that), the goals are very broad and multipurpose, the site is always open, and the outcomes are difficult to measure.

Goals

For exhibits, goals generally apply to a single exhibit or program. The impact of the whole museum visit is not specified and/or measured in terms of goals but in terms of visitor satisfaction. With the Web, goals are multiple and varied and tend to apply to the whole Web site, which is comparable to the whole museum. Evaluation would be much simpler and clearer if the Web experience were broken down into components and you thought in terms of your success in achieving your goals for that component.

Audience

For exhibits, the audience is the local and tourist population with known or measurable characteristics. I can say this now, but ten years ago this was not the case. Ten years ago most museums had no clue who their visitors were because they had not yet asked them. Now, demographic surveys in museums are common and museums have a sense of who comes to visit. Also, there is a general pattern across museums that on weekdays you get school groups and on weekends you get casual visitors, including families and other groups. With the Web, there are two different kinds of audiences. There is the primary, or intended audience, which usually differs significantly from the secondary or actual audience—the people who come after launch. The secondary audience is very often global. This is not the case with “gated communities” or subscription audiences, where access is limited; in which case you are designing for a particular audience and that’s who comes. But if a site is free-access, the people who end up being the users may be very distant from the museum or client site. Also, I have found that the secondary audience often includes many teachers.

I’m going to tell a story to illustrate this point. I was working on an evaluation for a program that involved...
the Philadelphia Public Schools, the American Institute of Architecture, and WHYY Public Broadcasting in Philadelphia. It was a really interesting project that involved bringing architects into the classroom to develop projects on the built environment with kids and teachers. When the project was completed, a presentation on it was filmed by WHYY and became part of a show that aired on public television.

A Web site was created to allow kids and teachers to talk with the architects and with one another. The site also contained a description of the project, an area where teachers could talk to other teachers, and an area for uploading student work. It was a very rich site. It was intended to help the teachers work through the projects with the kids. When I did evaluation focus groups I found that none of the local teachers (the intended audience) were using the Web site. The reason for this was that, at that time, the computer was in the library, and when a teacher went to the library with the kids, the kids used the computers. Teachers couldn’t go to the library during the workday because they were busy teaching the kids. A teacher could use a computer at home after hours, but teachers had enough homework to do and if there was a computer at home, they wanted to use it for their personal activities. So the local teachers did not use the Web site, but a lot of other people did. An online survey showed that the site was being used by teachers from all over the world and that they thought the site was a wonderful resource. Teachers in India and Africa were finding this site tremendously useful. But, it wasn’t so for the intended audience.

Measuring Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audience in limited area. Allows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tracking and timing,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unobtrusive observations,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Exit interviews.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audience is readily available. Allows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dwell time measures,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tracking progress through site,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Exit interviews.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of measuring outcomes, exhibits and Web sites have much in common. For an exhibit, the audience is in a limited area and this allows you to do tracking and timing studies, unobtrusive observations, and exit interviews. For the Web, the audience is readily available and this allows dwell-time measures, tracking progress through the site, and exit interviews. Below are some thoughts about methodological issues.

Methodological Strengths and Weaknesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can have face-to-face conversations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can observe exhibit use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can collect large samples quickly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can try multiple methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can check server logs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Process is time-consuming and labor-intensive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feedback is less precise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In exhibits, you can have face-to-face conversations, and you can observe exhibit use, but the labor involved is intensive and time-consuming.

For the Web, you can collect information from large samples of people quickly and try multiple methods. Also, you can check server logs and find out certain kinds of information from them, but the feedback is less precise. You don’t always know to whom you’re talking; they may not tell you what you want to know, and it’s difficult to probe.

Questions to Consider

I’m going to leave you with a couple of questions to think about:

• What is the unit of assessment? What makes sense for your site? Is it the whole site? Is the site a game, or a single experience, or is it a complex, institutional Web site that has multiple components with different purposes that you might want to look at separately?

• Who is the audience? Is it the target audience, the actual audience, or both? If it’s both, you have to evaluate at different times using different methods. For Web sites, evaluation doesn’t end at launch. As the Web site continues, the user population continues to evolve and you need to tap into it periodically.

• Who defines desirable outcomes? Is it the Web site developer, the client, or both?

• Who requires evaluation? Is it just the funder? Are you doing evaluation because you have to? Or are you doing it because it’s going to inform your process, make a better site, and help you keep the site current, active, and in touch with its audience?
Who’s Out There and What Are They Doing Anyway?

A Personal Journey Through Metricland

Rob Semper, Executive Associate Director, Exploratorium

A lot of people are working in evaluation, and there are many evaluations underway, and we’ve heard this morning about some of them. My question is, do we really know who’s out there, what they are doing, and how Web sites really fit into people’s lives?

I would posit that we really have no idea who is at the other end of the wire. Except for the wonderful information from the log-in sites (and those of you who have people actually log-in are lucky—you actually get data), we really don’t know very much about what’s out there.

So I really want to talk a little about metrics and the question, how do we know and what should we expect in terms of metrics for our Web sites? I actually started thinking about this while doing a paper with Roland Jackson in 1998 called “Who’s Out There” for the Museums and the Web conference. That was seven years ago, and I realize my journey has not gotten very far. I don’t have very many answers to these questions even though I’ve been supported by a lot of really great people at the Exploratorium, including Sherry Hsi and Rob Rothfarb and others who have been working on this.

So who’s out there? We talk a lot about how we find out what’s going on. We have log analysis, on-line surveys, off-line surveys. I want to talk a little bit about how I got started in this. Below is a real Web log, as opposed to the blogs people talk about. This is probably a millisecond snapshot off of our Web server of four different interactions. These are four different people doing different things on our Web site, and this is what a log looks like.

I’m a physicist, I love to look at data, and this is an incredible amount of data. It is amazing that we have all of this data about people operating on our sites. Unlike any other medium we are working in, whether it is exhibits, or books, or television, we have actual data of everybody doing everything on our sites. And fortunately, there is software that exists—like Webtrends, or like Sawmill, which we use—that can take this data and actually make something of it.

The question is, what does this mean? I’m going to talk about two different examples of how we have been thinking about using this to try to understand our audience and some of the issues and problems we are confronting.
This is a Web site we just did, *Ancient Observatories: Chaco Canyon*, about visiting Chaco during the winter solstice (exploratorium.edu/chaco).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Report for Ancient Obs: Chaco Canyon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Shows tells by the second level of the remaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaying list 1-100, 3,003 by page type.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are two quite different sites. You aren’t meant to be able to read the details in the following summaries, I am simply using them as examples. Just looking at the data, how do we know who is coming to these sites and what do we know about them?

Here is another site, *Accidental Scientist: Science of Music* that we just launched (exploratorium.edu/music/index.html).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Report for Accidental Scientist: Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Shows tells by the second level of the remaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaying list 1-100, 3,003 by page type.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of course, the only thing you really know, ultimately, is things like IP addresses from the hosts. Looking at these two lists for the two different sites, you find a completely different mix of hosts coming to these two sites because different people are coming to use them. For example, the summaries show that the *Chaco Canyon* site is being visited from a lot of generalized public sites, while *Science of Music* has a
lot of visitors from K-12 sites. Therefore, we do know something: It appears that maybe more schools are going to the Science of Music site and more of the general public is going to the Chaco Canyon site.

On the other hand, we have considerable lack of knowledge here. We actually have a hard time knowing the individual nature of the people coming to our site. A lot of this is unresolved and we don’t know much about it at all. That gets frustrating, so we decide to do surveys.

Below is another Web site, Global Climate Change Research Explorer (exploratorium.edu/climate/atmosphere/index.html). With this one we moved up in the world. We used a Perseus Web site questionnaire survey and did some tests.

On the survey results page below, the bars represent various audiences, including K-6 students, college students, graduate students, scientists, and so forth. So you get all of this data, but what is interesting about this data is that it is all based on self-reporting. These are the people who really wanted to fill out the questionnaire. Does this represent our
So who, realistically, is our audience? We are in a stew of opportunities. The audience is incredibly segmented. Given the Google world, what are the reasonable expectations for people coming to our site? Is it important to have one thousand people reached deeply or 100,000 people reached shallowly? Is the product of the two (audience x depth) actually the valuable measure that we should be using here?

Earlier at this conference, we heard a wonderful presentation on Whyville (whyville.net). Just for fun, I took the Whyville data and our data and, matching just reach of audience, I found an interesting thing. When they were up, we were down in terms of time over a year, and when we were down, they were up. What does that mean? I have no idea what that means. Is it because kids are in a Whyville-type environment when they’re not in our type of environment? Is it an artifact of bandwidth? I have no idea. That stuff is fascinating, and yet I don’t think we know what is happening or why.

I’m going to move on to this other question—What are they doing anyway?—which is the other thing that this kind of analysis can tell us. There are a variety of ways that people are attempting to answer this question, including log analysis, tracking software, on-line surveys, focus groups, phone surveys, and ethnographic data.

Below, as an example of pushing on this, is the Origins project (exploratorium.edu/origins/index.html), where we actually did some tracking.

What are they doing anyway?

- Log analysis
- Tracking software
- On-line surveys
- Focus groups
- Phone surveys
- Ethnographic data

• Who realistically is our audience?
• What are reasonable metrics of reach?
The *Origins* project was a Web site that involved going to different research locations around the world and showed the scientists doing their work in situ.

In this case, *Unwinding DNA* (exploratorium.edu/origins/coldspring/index.html), we talked with people at Cold Spring Harbor doing DNA research and genetic research.

Some interesting data came out of this that we communicated in our final report to NSF, which illustrates an interesting problem concerning metrics as well. Our data analysis shows that, on average, people spent four-and-a-half minutes on this site. They visited 2.3 pages on average, and ten percent came back for repeat visits.

Now, of course, the questions are coming, such as: How do we get people to stay longer? How can we get more people to come back? I have a couple of responses to those questions. One, of course, would be to ask, what happens at exhibits? If you put an average marker on an exhibit, or even an exhibition, what would those numbers be like? What are the return numbers to our museum? It’s weird in a way—we actually have more data here and in some sense, having more data is pointing out issues, and we have no metric to understand what that data means.

An even more serious consideration regarding this data is that, because of Google, probably a quarter of the people coming here are one-page wonders. Google sends people to this site because they’re looking for “Cold Spring Harbor.” Maybe they’re just planning a visit to Cold Spring Harbor. They get to this page and their reaction is, I don’t want this site, I want to go somewhere else. So one-page wonders completely skew this data because they contribute to that average of four-and-a-half minutes. If you scrape those people off, the average is probably more like ten, fifteen, or even twenty minutes. Maybe it’s a half-hour, I don’t know.

There was a physicist who visited the Exploratorium named Dennis Purcell, who used to do data analysis for ZDNet. He used to take their data and squeeze it through something called “Fourier transform,” which is a physics process that turns time into space. In the process, he basically got rid of all of these one-page wonders and found all of this wonderful, enormously fascinating data. The point is, when you are reporting four-and-a-half minute average stay time on a site, is that rational or reasonable, and what is our metric? How do we know what our metric is? What is a usual metric for our work?
I also wanted to show you some of the things we’re now playing with. We have gone in and put in some tracking software so that, at points when you are interested in a particular thing happening, you can actually get flags to understand what is happening.

Below is a *Math Explorer* site (exploratorium.edu/math_explorer/search), as well as an example of how we are tracking user activity. We’re trying to understand how people make choices between activities and about where they go. So again, we are trying to get deeper data.

My point here is how do real users use our Web sites, and what is a good metric for good design? We know a lot about good design, but what really are our metrics?

- How do real users use our Web sites?
- What is a good metric of good design?
I will close by asking once more, who is out there and what are they doing anyway? What should our metrics of success be? How can we measure this? What does all of this have to do with learning?

I think we don’t know very much, so we really have no idea.

Who’s out there and what are they doing anyway?

We still really have no idea.
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